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This is our Nursery, welcome to all!

come in, hang up coats

by your name on the wall.
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Julie is our teacher, she’s calling our names,

Milly sits down beside number games.

The counters, abacus & peg boards are fun,

Shelly counts backwards from 4 to 1.

Stacey helps Ria count up to 10

when they get to the end they

Do It again!
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Children and teachers’ names AND faces
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Alfie sits quietly reading a book,

Kim and Wally say, 

“we want to lOOk,

at the faces and names of all of our friends,

on page after page to the very end.” 
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The craft table is laid out

with cutters and clay,

Marley rushes over and sits down to play.

Rolling, squashing and cutting out shapes,

Yuka makes clay sausages

into clay snakes
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Esme presses and moulds the dough.

Nyla sets the shapes out
row upon row. 

With           , diamonds

and four sided squares, 

Alice sorts them, puts them in pairs.

circles
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“Snack time” shouts Charly, 

who claps her hands loud,

“slow down Cooper,

no need to crowd.”

There are apples, oranges, other fruits too,

the children wait patiently in a queue. 
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Shona takes hold of a big juicy pear,

sits down at a table, pulls up a chair.

As she takes a huge bite 

she thinks “these pears taste yummy” 

as the fruit disappears into her tummy.
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As they all go outside, 

Harry spins           and         

with Sarah and Stacey

in the playground.

round round
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Phoebe on the scooter, 

Callum on the bike, 

Tunde and Thomas on their favourite trikes. 
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George and Monty are looking at the clock,

learning where the big 

and the little hands stop. 
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Katie and Trudy learning 

alphabet letters.

With practise they slowly 

get better and better.
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Freddie and Fleur join in the game,

learning the letters that make up

their names. 
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In the instrument corner 

Josh bangs a drum,

Lilly blows a flute, says

“ music is fun ”.
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Harvey takes a musical line 

with all the children to           time.

Kirk marches along

to their Nursery’s favourite song.

circle
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After Kim’s story there is time for a song,

Ella and Archie both sing along.
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Charlotte quickly jumps 
up from the floor

as Chris lets parents in through the door.
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It’s time for goodbyes, 

Kareem and Eva agree

that ‘Broombank’ is the best...

oh yes indeed! 

With learning through play

and making new friends,

Charley hopes that our Nursery days 

never end. 
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The end.
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A Da y  at  ‘ Broom ba nk’ 
Nurser y
At Nursery, we learn all sorts of things. From fun number 

games to alphabet names, making clay shapes into clay 

snakes. The children lead a musical line marching over 

to circle time. Riding bikes, racing trikes, fruit eating, 

drum beating, jump up from the floor, parents at the 

door. We may wave you goodbye at the end of the day, 

but a lifetime of memories are made this way.
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